1. 覆膜机 SW-820 1 分 11 秒 120 字
SW-820 automatic laminator is newly developed for the lamination of pre-glued film and paper.It
is fast and efficient machine,max speed can be reached 65m/min.The machine realizes complete
automation to paper feeding system,separating system,man-machine interface system,paper
collecting and electromagnetic heater.Schneider, Omron etc international brands of electrical and
photovoltaic parts equipped perfect the running stability and safety of the laminator. Instant
Electromagnetic Heater heat up time shorten to 90 seconds, accurate temperature control:±1℃.
2. 糊盒机 800D 1 分 24 秒 116 字
ZH-800D Folder gluer can make the crash lock bottom boxes, pre-fold boxes and straight line
boxes. It has ten features :
auto feeding, Lower gluing, Double-side grinding, Double-side gluing, Four-side folding, Crash lo
ck bottom, Upper gluing, Folding, Wireless remote controller, Auto counting.
ZH800D have the same structure with ZH800G. Based on G-series, D-series has the following im
provements:
1.ZH-D series adds the upper belt on the folding unit to improve the stability in box movement.
2. Adds the pre-press section before the press section to improve the stability and smoothness in b
ox movement.
3.Pressing unit has separate motor to control speed. It has auto trombone control function
（only when the box comes, the pressing unit works)

3.烫金机 TL-780 1 分 38 秒 144 个字
The TL-780RD vertical automatic stamping die-cutting machine consists of main motor, hot
stamping, auto feeder and electric equip.The machine is designed for the hot stamping, embossing,
die cutting, hot cutting, creasing etc technology. It's suitable for paper and all kinds of plastic
film.In order to complete the operation of lager area,using airflow striping bodies to ensure that
printing products and foil separation.
1.The machine is converted into a machine that it can wail foil left-right and up-down.
2.The feeding adopts cylinder to separate and merge.
3.Adjust the pressure adopts servo motor driven,it can be adjusted on the touch screen,and
fine-tune,it also can adjust without stopping the machine.
4.Lubrication adopts oil pump,the oil can be recycled filter and use.
5.The main motor adopts alternating current inverter control,starting and braking adopts
pneumatic clutch device,so that the machine can be operated in any case freely,and more secure.
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4.A4 分切机 1 分 43 秒 156 个字
High Speed Servo Synchro A4/A3 Paper Sheeting Machine is mainly used to cut the paper reel
into sheets. It adopts the most advance technology, including the AC servo driving system. The
driving system ensure the machine working with high speed, continuously, and stably.
It is widely used in the paper mills, paper convertors, as well as the printing house etc.
Main Characteristics
1.The machine used the twin rotary shearing method, not the traditional cutting method.
2.High cutting accuracy, the squareness will meet the printing requirement with one cutting
process, no need for second cutting.
3.After sheeting by the machine, the finished sheet can be used on printing machine directly.
4.Cleaning cutting edge, not bur or dust generated
5. The original SIMENS PLC, motion controller and Italy PHASE servo motor, OMRON
electrical components are adopted.
6. The machine also can connected the wrapping unit, it is a completed production line for the A4
or A3 paper .
5. 全自动模切机 1050s 1 分 23 秒 123 字

The 1050 Automatic Die Cutting Machine is key equipment for printing finishing such as die cut,
crease and embossing etc. Unique drive gears are adopted such as high-precision indexing
mechanism, pneumatic closed up, pneumatic clutch, overload protection, automatic compression
relief etc, to ensure stable and high speed running of the machine. This machine is equipped with
practical and reliable mechanism such as pre-stack device, secondary delivery mechanisms,
manual sampling, etc, which ensure the excellent performance of the machine. Electrical
components and driving elements of internationally known brands to ensure die cutting precision
and reliability of running. Also man-machine interface is able to monitor machine running status,
troubleshooting and indicating relevant help information which fully actualized man-machine
communication. Also stripping can be optional .
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6.800GS 糊盒机 1 分 30 秒 98 字
800GS folder gluer with 4&6 corner adopts foreign advanced technology and independent
transmission structure. It is a dual-purpose equipment. The whole machine including electric
adjustment board, PLC control, imported electronic components, ensures the stable performance
and easy operation. This machine is specially designed for all kinds of cardboard and corrugated
packaging boxes. It adopts the correction function. This machine is equipped with a folding
function for all kinds of four corner and six corner packaging boxes, which perfectly meets the
needs of the automated packaging industry. (If there are special requirements, we can customize
according to customer needs.)

7.半自动裱纸机 YB-1300 1 分 34 秒 104 个字
The 1300 semi-automatic flute laminating machine’s bottom sheet automatic sent by suction
device, and top sheet feeding manually. This humanized design makes paper feeding easier and
more efficient. It is suitable for color top sheet and corrugated paper laminating, color top sheet
and grey cardboard laminating.
It has front gauge registration, position high accuracy, bottom sheet never exceeds the top sheet.
Machine uses touch-screen / PLC control system, the circuit system is stable, and can
automatically display the failure alarm.
It is suitable for color top sheet 175-500g and A/B/C/D/E/F corrugated paper laminating; Color
top sheet 175-500g and grey cardboard paper laminating.

8. 公司介绍：2 分 40 秒 （200 字）
Why choose us?
Because we have
1. Good Brand.
2. Good quality products.
3. Good after sales service
4. Fast reply
Shanghai Printyoung International Industry Co., Ltd. is a professional printing and packaging
equipment manufacturer and supplier. Our company is located in Shanghai, China.
And we have factories in Zhejiang province. Our people have about 20 years experiences in
printing field. We give the one stop solution for printing and post printing equipment. "Profession,
Honest, Responsibility, Solutions" are the essence of our business. We guarantee our clients with
good quality and the best service. We have joined more than 100 professional exhibitions. Our
company has passed the Factory Audit by Intertek，BV & SGS.
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We focus on the quality of our products. Our factory control the quality from the parts making
and assembling. All the machineries we supply have good accuracy and working properly,
which also satisfied by the customers. （加句子）） All our products have got the CE certificate.
Our main products are Die cutting machine, Hot stamping machine,Paper cutting and sheeting
machine, Folder gluer, film laminator and flute laminator. We exported to more than 60 countries.
Printyoung is young and full of energy. We are looking forward to be your partner in China.
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